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Coin Mech Bypass / Free Vend Kits
One of the most frequent
questions we get asked here at
ColaMachines is how to set a
coin mech to free vend. On
machines that did not use an
electric mech bypassing is fairly
simple. You typicaly just need to
adjust a few screws. The real
challege is bypassing the electric
mechs that were typicaly used in
machines after the mid 1950's .

Most of the electric mechs used in the old coke machines can't be set to
vend for free. To solve this problem we now offfer bypass switch kits in
our online store. To install all you need to do is remove your old mech and
plug in our bypass kit. Our bypass switch takes less than five minutes to
install and does not require you to cut any wires or solder any connections.
All you have to do is plug it in. Once its installed you will never have to
use coins, repair, or replace your coin mech again. To vend a drink all you
do is press a small microswitch. Its that simple.

You can purchase the kits in our online store by clicking here.

 

Lost the Key?

Click Here
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How to Remove Decals.
 

Water Release Decals

1. Clean the surface of the machine, fountain, cooler,etc before removing the decal.
2. If its a water release decal you will want apply hot water to it for a few minutes. To

do this simply use a rag or towel that has been soaked in hot water.
3. After a few minutes try to get under the surface of the decal using a razor blade,

credit card, or something else that is thin. Note: Be careful not to scratch the
surface of your machine. The goal is to lift the decal edges up.

4. Grab hold of the decal edges and slowly pull outwards. Note: You may have to
continue to add to the decal to loosen it. A spray bottle or the towel should work.

5. When the decal is removed clean the area with Windex.

Adhesive Backed Decals

Adhesive backed decals can sometimes be tough to remove.

1. Heat the decal up slowly using a hot towel.
2. Spray all the edges of the decal with Windex.
3. After a few minutes try to get under the surface of the decal using a razor blade,

credit card, or something else that is thin. Note: Be careful not to scratch the
surface of your machine.

4. The goal is to lift the decal edges up. Grab hold of the decal edges and slowly pull
outwards. Note: You may have to continue to add heat to the decal to loosen it. A
spray bottle or the towel should work.

5. When the decal is removed clean the area with Windex.
6. For tough decals try using a hair blow dryer on low heat. Be careful not to make the

surface to hot.
7. You may have to experiment a little bit but eventually you should be able to

remove the old decal. Note: When decals are removed the paint under them is
typical a different shade than the surrounding area. This is because the decal has
protected the paint from fading.I am not sure how you can purposely fade this area
back to the original color. Rubbing compound may work but I would test it on a
hidden area on the machine first. In any case I would in recommend placing
another decal of similar or larger size over the original location.
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Paint
Manufacturer Paint Code Paint

Color Notes

Dupont Centari
Acrylic enamel 60807-A Red

This paint code was posted on our
message boards.

The paint codes on this site are
accurate. Keep in mind that in the 50's,
if the plant painting a machine ran out
of the red that they normally used,
they'd use what was available. We have
found there to be several shades of reds
on originally painted machines. So if
you don't like the bright "Porsche" red
color you can go up to the darker reds
that are almost a Burgundy and still be
authentic. However, Dupont Fleet Red
60807AH is one color that is very true
to what most collectors think of as
Coke Red. Don't use what is currently
called Coke Red from the 60's and later
because it's an Orange Red.

God's blessings over your projects!

Krissy Larry's Unique Collectibles

Abbott, TX 254-582-2411

 
Dupont Centari
Acrylic Enamel 6731-A White  

Dupont Centari 77968A M Alt Red

I am told that this is a great color for
restoring the older Coke Machines. It is
not quite as dark as the original color
but it is still a great looking color.

Dulux 93-24314-R Red

Used to paint the body of the machine.
This is the color code from the original
refinishing guide that Coca-Cola
published back in the 50's. The color
codes would need to be cross
referenced with todays numbers in
order to insure that you get the right
color.
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Dulux 95-967 White

Used for the White lettering on single
color machines! This is the color code
from the original refinishing guide that
Coca-Cola published back in the 50's.
The color codes would need to be cross
referenced with today's numbers in
order to insure that you get the right
color.

Dulux 91-6731 White

Used for the white top paint on the two
tone machines! This is the color code
from the original refinishing guide that
Coca-Cola published back in the 50's.
The color codes would need to be cross
referenced with today's numbers in
order to insure that you get the right
color.

Dulux 93024314 Red

Used for red lettering on white top two
tone machines! This is the color code
from the original refinishing guide that
Coca-Cola published back in the 50's.
The color codes would need to be cross
referenced with todays numbers in
order to insure that you get the right
color

Dupont 60807/Acrylic
Enamel Red

Great restoration color that can used
used to paint the early models of Cola
Machines.

Dupont 6731A/Acrylic
Enamel White

Great restoration color that can used
used to paint the early models of Cola
Machines.

Dupont "Intense
Blue" 1014 L.R.V. 31% Blue

Great Color to restore the old Ideal
Pepsi Sliders and other Pepsi machines
that had the dark blue tone.
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